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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Of the three dimensions of investment management—return, risk, and cost—
investors have direct control only over cost. Yet while investors have some control
over fees, and fees make up the bulk of costs, research seldom focuses on fees.
As a result, several popular myths exist regarding fees. This article identifies
and analyzes five of those myths.

The first myth is that fees should be as low as pos-

Our fourth myth is that hedge funds are where the

sible. This baseline myth makes some sense, yet

alpha is—they deserve their high fees. While hedge

investors who follow this rule will only hold index

funds have some structural advantages, traditional

funds, with no chance of outperformance. Instead,

investment firms focused on institutional clients

investors should maximize expected risk-adjusted

also attract talented managers and provide their

alpha (i.e., utility) after fees. Investors should be

own advantages to institutional investors. Also,

willing to pay higher fees to managers with the

keep in mind that the current hedge fund boom

ability to consistently deliver strong alpha. The les-

has not increased the overall supply of alpha; it

son here: Don’t analyze fees in isolation but rather

was always zero and it still is. With high-fee strate-

in the overall context of return, risk, and cost.

gies, one must be especially mindful of the goal of

The second myth is that incentive fees are always
better than fixed fees. Investment performance is

Our fifth myth is that you can always separate

variable, and combines skill and luck. It is impos-

alpha from beta and pay appropriate fees for each.

sible to devise a perfect fee structure. Fixed fees

While such a structure represents an ideal, most

pay a fixed amount for variable performance;

investment strategies involve some mixing of alpha

incentive fees may pay large fees for lucky perfor-

and beta. Only index funds and market-neutral

mance. While each fee type has advantages and

long-short funds avoid this mixing entirely. In

disadvantages, particular investors may prefer one

addition, there are many asset classes—including

over the other based on their ability to pick skill-

real estate and private equity—for which index

ful managers. In general, as that ability increases,

funds and market-neutral funds do not exist. Do

investor preference for fixed fees increases.

not avoid such asset classes just because you can’t

A third myth is that high-water marks always help
investors. While these provisions often help investors, they can distort incentives in harmful ways.



maximizing risk-adjusted alpha after fees.

separate alpha and beta. Do carefully analyze the
proportions of alpha and beta the product delivers,
and pay appropriately for the combination.

Consider a manager far below the high-water mark.

In the end, we return to the three dimensions

That manager may take excessive risk, or go out of

of active management: return, risk, and cost.

business and return the investors’ money, effectively

Investors must analyze fees in this overall

resetting the high-water mark at a lower level.

context to manage their portfolio appropriately.
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Introduction

O

f the three dimensions of investment management—return, risk,
and cost—investors have direct control only over cost. Cost includes transaction
costs and investment management fees. We focus here on fees. While return, risk,
and even transaction costs have been widely studied, fees are poorly understood,
and there is little literature on them. Yet they are critically important: The present
value of fees in a long-term investment relationship represents the transfer of a
significant fraction of the investor’s capital to the manager. Moreover, the incentives
provided by the fee structure have a strong influence on the manager’s strategy,
particularly on the fund’s volatility, the mix of alpha and beta bets, and the fund’s size.
Investment management fees are a timely topic

n

because of three trends in the investment landscape:
n

through index funds, exchange-traded funds
(ETFs), futures, and swaps. Thus beta is one

Investors increasingly look to separate alpha

of life’s great bargains, if you believe that the

from beta.
n

n

The cost of beta has dropped to very low levels.

Investors can obtain beta at very low cost

market payoff for beta risk will be attractive.
n

Alpha is scarce (because active management

An explosion of new alpha providers, including

is a zero-sum game), difficult to find, and very

hedge funds, private equity firms, and even

valuable. It is expensive, and should be.

otherwise traditional managers, use unconventional fee structures.

n

The beta and alpha decisions are separate. An
investor can build a portfolio of alpha sources

Notably, the notion that focuses on separating

from any mix of asset classes, and then add or

alpha from beta also places strong emphasis on

subtract beta exposures as desired.

paying active fees only for the alpha portion of
any investment and on looking closely at costs.1
Very briefly, the literature says that:
1
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Our perspective in this article is that of the client, but

Our goal is to provide some guideposts for inves-

we must also understand the manager’s perspective.

tors seeking to maximize expected alpha after fees.

Fee negotiation is a game; sometimes client and

Toward that end, we’ll identify—and correct—a

manager interests are aligned, and sometimes they

number of popular myths regarding fees. Along

are opposed. To understand the game, we must

the way, we’ll describe key elements of the fee

identify the motivations of all the players.

negotiation game and determine conditions under
which the client should prefer fixed or incentive fees.

Fee negotiation is a game; sometimes client and manager interests
are aligned, and sometimes they are opposed. To understand the
game, we must identify the motivations of all the players.
The investor’s goal is to maximize expected returns

Let’s start with a list of popular myths about fees.

subject to a risk budget constraint. For most inves-

We address the issues raised by each myth to analyze

tors, this involves maximizing expected alpha after

the truth behind them:

fees. This isn’t easy.
It’s difficult enough to maximize expected alpha

n

Myth 1: Fees should be as low as possible.

n

Myth 2: Incentive fees are always better than

before fees. Managers deliver alpha with great

fixed fees.

uncertainty. It takes time to distinguish winners
from losers, or (among winners) to distinguish
the truly skillful from the merely lucky. And even

n

Myth 3: High-water marks always help investors.

n

Myth 4: Hedge funds are where the alpha is—

time can never eliminate all such ambiguity. Yet

they deserve their high fees.

investors must rise to this challenge to rationally
allocate risk to active managers.
Incentive fees make the challenge of estimating
expected alpha after fees even tougher. These fees

n

Myth 5: You can always separate alpha from
beta and pay appropriate fees for each.

Let’s examine these one at a time.

both depend on performance and can influence the
underlying strategy. And clients must often decide
whether their expected alpha after fees is higher
with an incentive fee or the more traditional fixed
or, ad valorem, fee.
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Myth 1:
Fees should be
as low as possible

To provide additional perspective, consider the fee
as a transfer of capital to the manager over the
course of a somewhat typical 10-year holding period.3

This baseline fee myth makes sense. Most people

A 0.10% fee on a retail index fund transfers about

understand that they should pay the lowest pos-

1% of capital, while the 0.50% and 1.35% active

sible price for a given good. For a given good is the

institutional and retail fees transfer 5% and 13.5%

tricky part, however.

of capital. Since clients pay fees with certainty for

We’ve already noted that index fund fees are very
low. They range as low as 0.01% for very large

the expectation of uncertain alpha, these are significant sacrifices to make in the hope of alpha.

accounts managed to track highly liquid indexes,

Goetzmann, Ingersoll, and Ross (2003) use an option

and cap out at around 0.20%, except in a few

pricing model to estimate the value of hedge fund

difficult-to-trade asset classes. Swaps, futures

management contracts. Using reasonable inputs,

contracts, exchange-traded funds, and other ways

including estimates of the rate at which investors

of achieving beta exposure are also relative bar-

exit the fund and thus stop paying management

gains. (We quote fees as annual rates charged

fees, they find a contract is worth 10–20%, and

as a percentage of assets.)

even as much as 33%, of the amount invested. A

Compared with index fees, typical fees for active
management seem toweringly high. And the zerosum nature of active management means that, on

permanent allocation to a portfolio of hedge funds
involves quite a large transfer of capital from the
investor to the population of managers.

average, clients waste these fees. It is difficult to

So active fees are much higher than index fees and

put a number on typical active management fees

involve significant transfers of capital to managers.

as the products vary so widely, but on average for

This would seem to imply investors should try to

equities, these are roughly 0.50% for traditional

minimize their fees by hiring index managers and

long-only investments and 1.35% for retail accounts.2

the lowest-cost active managers. But institutional

Alternative investments, such as hedge funds and
private equity funds, charge annual fixed fees of

and retail investors each hire active managers for
upward of 70% of their assets. Does this make sense?

1–2% of assets under management plus an incen-

As Waring et al. (2000) have discussed, hiring active

tive fee equal to 20% or more of performance

managers makes sense only under two conditions.

above some benchmark.

One, the investor believes that active management
is possible—that is, there are managers who will
produce alpha on average in the future. Second,
the investor must be able to identify those—
presumably rare—skilled managers.

2

The institutional average comes from the eVestment Alliance 2005 Fee Study, and an institutional product review
for the third quarter of 2005 from Casey, Quirk and Associates. The retail numbers are based on third-quarter 2005
data for domestic stock mutual funds (excluding institutional share classes) in the Morningstar Principia database.

3

We base the 10-year holding period on research by the firm Casey, Quirk and Associates showing that plan sponsors
typically turn over 10% of their investment manager pool per year.
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Any investor satisfying those conditions should

where Equation (1) includes alpha net of fees, the

rationally aim to maximize expected alpha after

investor’s risk aversion, l, and active risk, q. Risk-

fees, not just minimize fees. Achieving this objec-

averse investor utility falls short of the net alpha

tive means sharing the alpha with the manager.

due to the penalty for risk. If two managers pro-

For any given level of expected alpha, the investor

vide the same gross alpha, but different risk levels,

should try to minimize the fee. But in equilibrium,

the lower-risk manager provides higher utility to

the investor must share a substantial fraction of

the investor.

the alpha with the manager, because alpha is rare
and valuable.

Equation (1) supports two implications. First, manager
fees should fall significantly not only below gross

So what is the right level of active management

alpha, but also below gross utility. Second, in the

fees? The market provides one answer, in the

case of two managers with identical gross alpha,

prices we describe above. For example, according

investors should be willing to pay higher fees to the

to the market, 0.50% is about the right price for a

lower-risk manager. Note that the lower-risk man-

traditional long-only active equity product.

ager has the higher information ratio (IR), where:

But the market may not be right, and it is certainly

a
IR =
       q

wrong on average. What about a more fundamental
approach to determining the right fee level? Let’s
start by considering the utility offered by different
managers. We will measure investor utility as:
U=a−

lq2

(2)

Ennis (2005) explores similar territory, trying to
identify plausible ranges of fees, working from
the impact of fees on the likelihood of achieving

(1)

positive alpha after fees.

Exhibit 1

probability of positive net alpha
(given expected before-fee alpha of 4.2%)
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Exhibit 1 captures the spirit of his approach and
results, which closely agree with the utility analysis.
Take, as an example, a manager (Manager 1) who
takes active risk of 5%, and who the investor expects
to deliver 4.2% alpha before fees. Assuming normal
distributions, the investor expects this manager to
deliver positive alpha before fees with 80% probability. But as fees rise, this probability of positive
after-fee alpha falls dramatically. Note that a 50%
probability of positive alpha corresponds to zero

Myth 2:
Incentive fees are always
better than fixed fees
Incentive fees have many advantages over fixed
fees, but they have disadvantages as well. The
better choice will depend on circumstances. For
example, we construct a simple model showing
that as investors become more able to choose
skillful managers, their preference moves from
incentive to fixed fees.

expected alpha—the annual active return is as

But first let’s describe how incentive fees work,

likely to be positive as negative.

and the advantages and disadvantages of both fixed
and incentive fees. The simplest incentive fees

Investors should be willing to pay higher fees to managers
with certain characteristics, especially the ability to consistently
deliver strong alpha and high information ratios.
One obvious lesson from Exhibit 1: Fees must remain

include a base fee plus a percentage of the return

significantly below the expected alpha. But Exhibit 1

above some performance benchmark. More com-

includes a more subtle lesson as well. Consider

plicated structures add caps, high-water marks,

Manager 2, with the same expected alpha before

and other features to the calculation of the sharing

fees, but with higher active risk (10%) and hence

amount. When managers offer investors the choice

a lower information ratio. Exhibit 1 implies that

of either a fixed or an incentive fee, the base fee

investors would pay higher fees to the more con-

should lie below the fixed fee, and the expected

sistent (higher IR) manager. This agrees with our

total incentive fee (base plus expected performance

analysis based on utility.

share) should exceed the fixed fee alternative. A

Beyond this analysis of utility and probability of
outperformance, more consistent managers have

fixed (certain) fee should equate to a higher but
uncertain fee.

an additional advantage: Investors have higher

With that basic structure in mind, let’s discuss

confidence in their skill.

the pros and cons of each fee structure. The pros

So what is the truth about keeping fees as low
as possible? Our fundamental analysis has shown
that investors should be willing to pay higher fees
to managers with certain characteristics, especially the ability to consistently deliver strong
alpha and high information ratios. Ascertaining

and cons of fixed fees arise mainly because they
extract a fixed amount for variable performance.
The certainty associated with fixed fees benefits
both clients and managers. The disconnect between
fees and performance raises several issues, some
benefiting clients and some benefiting managers.

those characteristics is very challenging. Still,
what matters is not the fee level but the manager’s
ability to deliver utility after fees.
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The certainty of fixed fees allows clients to budget

All active strategies have capacity limits. As assets

accurately for these costs, and provides managers

grow, trading costs rise, and the manager has more

with low-volatility revenue. This in turn facilitates

and more difficulty implementing insights in the

investment in the manager’s business—additional

portfolio. Expected returns fall (see, for example,

research, product improvements—of benefit to

Kahn and Shaffer [2005]). Capacity constraints

managers and clients.

create conflicts of interest between the client

The disconnect between fixed fees and variable

and the manager.

performance raises two main issues. First, the fee

So what about incentive fees? They address the

in a given year or over time may be too high or

structural problem of fixed fees by directly con-

too low. This can advantage the manager at the

necting pay and performance. This seems like

expense of the client, or vice versa, at least in the

an unambiguous improvement except that perfor-

short run. In the longer run, paying the wrong

mance can arise out of skill or luck, and this raises

fee causes problems for both manager and client.

a different issue.

Paying only for performance can facilitate investing with
unorthodox or more risky managers. It can also lead to better pools
of managers, by eliminating the temptation to stick with poorly
performing managers to try to earn back fees already paid.
If the fee is too high for the alpha delivered, a

But first, incentive fees do address the two issues

manager may benefit for a while, until the client

concerning fixed fees. By connecting fees to perfor-

terminates the manager. Exacerbating the damage,

mance, they avoid years when fees and performance

this situation sometimes leads clients to keep

are out of balance. And incentive fees also help align

poorly performing managers too long, in the hope

the different interests of clients and managers. They

of earning back the fee. If the fee is too low, the

motivate managers to deliver strong performance

client benefits until the manager neglects the

and to avoid raising assets to the detriment of per-

product, under-resources it, dumps the client,

formance. They even motivate the key investment

or gathers too much in additional assets.

professionals to focus on investing, not asset gather-

This brings up the second issue arising out of
the disconnect between fees and performance, in



ing. Managers and clients can both prosper from
these aspects of incentive fees.

particular the interaction of fees with the different

Incentive fees even have some related side benefits.

interests of clients and managers. Clients want

Paying only for performance can facilitate investing

high returns. Managers want high profits. With

with unorthodox or more risky managers. It can

fixed fees, the manager maximizes profits through

also lead to better pools of managers, by eliminating

extensive asset gathering, even if asset gathering

the temptation to stick with poorly performing

weakens performance.

managers to try to earn back fees already paid.

InvestmentInsights

On the negative side, the volatility associated with

Unfortunately, while incentive fees create this

performance fees causes problems for clients and

temptation for managers, the resulting behavior does

managers, for the same reasons that the certainty

not correspond to how clients want their money

of fixed fees creates benefits. Clients can’t budget

managed. Note that the various embellishments

as easily for incentive fee costs. Managers face

to incentive fees—high-water marks, longer mea-

volatile revenue streams.

surement periods—do not eliminate these issues.

Beyond the temptation to increase volatility,
incentive fees offer more general gaming opportunities.
The new issue raised by incentive fees follows from

So each type of fee has advantages and disad-

the observation that managers receive the same fee

vantages. And either can be a reasonable way to

whether performance comes from skill or luck.

compensate a manager. So why might a particular

And, given that incentive fees have an option-like

client prefer one over the other? In part, this will

character (especially in their payment for positive

depend on how a client weighs the particular

performance without a symmetric penalty for nega-

advantages and disadvantages we have discussed.

tive performance), they become more valuable with

Beyond that, preferences will depend on the ability

increasing volatility of alpha. Managers can therefore

to pick skillful managers.

increase incentive fee value by adjusting the investment strategy. This is not in the interest of the client.

Assume that of the population of active managers,
20% are skillful enough to deliver an alpha of 1.5%

Beyond the temptation to increase volatility, incen-

per year before fees. The remaining 80% cannot

tive fees offer more general gaming opportunities.

beat their benchmark and thus deliver an alpha

As Black (1976, p. 217) notes:

of −0.20% before fees.4 The assumption that 20%

When things go badly, some people react by
doubling their bets. They increase their exposure
to risk in hopes of recouping their losses….
When things go well they may reduce their

of managers are skillful is more favorable than the
most optimistic persistence-of-performance studies
would imply (see, for example, Grinold and Kahn
[2000, p. 566]).

exposure to risk so they can’t lose what they

We will further specify that there are only two

have won. It’s a very common gambling strategy

possible fee schedules: a flat 0.30% fee, or an

and it’s a very common philosophy of life.

incentive fee of 0.20% plus 20% of the positive
alpha. With the incentive fee, skillful managers
receive 0.20% + 20% x 1.50% = 0.50% on average,
while unskillful managers receive 0.20%.

4
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A client with no ability to identify skillful managers

Exhibit 2 identifies three important regions,

has a 20% chance of success, since skillful manag-

depending on skill in hiring managers. Below a

ers make up 20% of all managers. Before fees, the

29% probability of success, investors should not

client’s expected alpha is:

pursue active management. The expected alpha

E{a} = 20%(1.50%) + 80%(−0.20%) v 0.14%

(3)

after fees is negative. Between a 29% and a 34%
probability of hiring skilled managers, investors

With fixed fees, the client loses 0.16% on active

should prefer incentive fees to fixed fees in this

management. What about using incentive fees?

model. Above a 34% probability, investors would

The expected incentive fee in this case is:

prefer fixed fees.

E{fee} = 20%(0.50%) + 80%(0.20%) v 0.26%

(4)

For comparison with required skill in other areas
of active management, we can convert this to a

So, with incentive fees, the client loses 0.12% on

required information coefficient, or IC. The IC, the

active management. While neither case looks
attractive—and active management should not look
attractive to investors with no ability to pick managers—the incentive fee looks better than the fixed fee.

correlation of forecast and realized returns, measures
active management skill. With no skill, IC = 0; with
perfect skill, IC = 1. Skillful stock-pickers exhibit ICs
around 0.05 to 0.10. For skillful asset allocation

With perfect skill in picking active managers, on

managers, or market timers, ICs range from 0.10 to

the other hand, the client will prefer fixed fees.

0.20 at best. In our simple model, investors require

For skillful managers, the fixed fees are 0.30%,

an IC of 0.11 to achieve positive alpha net of costs,

while the incentive fees average 0.50%.

and an IC of 0.18 to prefer fixed to incentive fees.

Between these extremes, there is some point of

The specific ranges change as we change model

indifference between the two types of fee schedules.

assumptions. In general, as the fixed fees increase,

Exhibit 2 shows how this point depends in this

investors increasingly prefer incentive fees. As

example on the investor’s skill in picking managers.

manager skill increases, investors increasingly
prefer fixed fees.

Exhibit 2

indifference analysis between fixed and incentive fee
0.60

Expected alpha, fixed fee (left scale)
Expected alpha, incentive fee (left scale)
Manager selection IC (right scale)
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Exhibit 3

incentive fee calculations

Dollar return subject to incentive fee

Year

NAV

% Return

Standard

High water

0

$10

1

$20

100%

$10

$10

2

$15

–25%

$0

$0

3

$30

100%

$15

$10

Myth 3:
High-water marks
always help investors

Consider the predicament of the manager in our
example after year 2. Any gain lower than $5
produces no incentive fee. This increases the

To make incentive fees more palatable to investors,

manager’s motivation to take additional risk,

many firms offer high-water mark provisions. Such

whether the investor wants to or not.

a provision calculates the incentive fee based on the
highest previously achieved net asset value (NAV).
This prevents an investor from paying twice for the
same performance. Say that a fund experiences the
returns shown in Exhibit 3, and that the incentive
share is 20%.
Without a high-water mark, the incentive fee is $2
in year 1 and $3 in year 3, for a total of $5. With the
high-water mark provision, the manager collects
no fee on the increase in value from $15 back to
the old high of $20. The fee in year 3 is only $2,
for a total fee of $4.
What could be fairer? With the high-water mark,
the investor avoids paying twice for the travel
from $15 to $20.

Specifically, the manager may favor bets that
add at least $5 to NAV, preferring higher but
less probable returns to the lower but steadier
returns preferred by clients.
If the probability of returning to the high-water
mark within a reasonable time is too low, the
manager may close the fund and start up a new
fund with a new high-water mark. The investor,
then, also faces a new high-water mark, with a
new manager. The investor thus pays twice for
the same travel, although by different managers.
So high-water marks help investors only when the
decline in NAV does not motivate the manager to
increase risk or to close the fund. This may correspond to a narrow range of outcomes. We would

In fact, high-water marks do help investors in

caution investors to monitor the behavior of man-

that they reduce the overall fee for a given pattern

agers with high-water marks carefully when they

of investment returns. Unfortunately, they also

are losing money.

introduce perverse incentives that can alter future
return patterns.
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Myth 4:
Hedge funds are where the alpha
is—they deserve their high fees

Exhibit 4 also shows a large increase in the number
of hedge funds. This provides a reasonable proxy
for the flow of investment managers into the hedge

Let’s start with the evidence that many investors

fund arena.

believe hedge funds are high-alpha and then con-

Finally, we seem to have seen a significant rise in

sider the more complex truth behind this myth.

average hedge fund fees. Ten years ago, almost all

Institutional investors—pension plans in particu-

hedge funds charged 1% of assets, plus 20% of per-

lar—are today in desperate need of alpha. At the

formance above a benchmark. Now many hedge

peak of the technology stock bubble, most plans

funds charge 2% of assets and/or incentive shares

were fully funded or even overfunded, and the search

above 20%. Almost no funds charge less than 1% of

or alpha was a fun but not strictly necessary part

assets, or 20% incentive shares. And, over these past

of the job. But equity markets and interest rates

10 years, we have also seen growth in hedge funds

have dropped since then, and most plans are now

of funds, with fund-of-fund fees layered on top of

significantly underfunded. Along with increased

the hedge fund fees. We can’t exactly quantify the

contributions, they need alpha to deliver on prom-

average fee paid per dollar invested in hedge funds

ises to beneficiaries. The demand for alpha has

today, but with many investors paying significantly

never been higher.

more, and basically none paying less, average fees
have clearly grown over the past 10 years.

Consistent with this demand for alpha, as Exhibit 4
shows, we have seen large asset flows into hedge

We have observed strong and increasing demand for

funds. Since hedge funds promise pure alpha returns

alpha, confronting its limited supply. In response,

for the most part, assets flowing into hedge funds

prices and supply have increased. Unfortunately,

are almost entirely assets in search of alpha.

Exhibit 4

size of the hedge fund universe, 1990–2005
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the increase in supply is an increase in the supply

n

A large and traditional firm owned by someone

of hedge fund managers offering alpha, not neces-

else, where you spend considerable time mar-

sarily any increase in actual alpha.

keting and asset gathering, you manage other
people’s money versus a benchmark, and you

So what is the truth here? First, are hedge funds

charge 0.50% and 0%.

where the alpha is? Structurally, hedge funds
offer two distinct advantages over more traditional

n

Your own business, where you spend most of

investments. They avoid constraints, like the long-

your time on investing, you manage most of

only constraint, that can hinder investment perfor-

your liquid net worth alongside your investors,

mance. And they have the flexibility to invest in

you ignore benchmarks, and you charge 2%

many non-traditional assets, from private equity

and 20%.5

to distressed debt to derivatives. Clarke, de Silva,
and Thorley (2002) modify the fundamental law of
active management (Grinold [1989]) to say:
IR = IC kBR TR

Of course hedge funds are not all wine and roses
for managers. They fail much more quickly than
institutional funds, because (like most entrepre-

(5)

The information ratio of an investment product
depends on the information coefficient (a measure
of manager skill), the breadth, BR (a measure of
opportunity), and the transfer coefficient, TR (a

neurial efforts) they are usually undercapitalized
and forced to take risks that more established
managers can avoid. And the perceived need
to invest one’s own money in the fund makes
running a hedge fund even riskier.6

Structurally, hedge funds can offer greater breadth and
higher transfer coefficients than more traditional products.
measure of how efficiently the manager’s ideas

Still, there is no question that hedge funds have

impact the portfolio). Structurally, hedge funds

attracted many investment managers, including

can offer greater breadth (through the availability

many leaving traditional investment firms.

of more assets) and higher transfer coefficients
(through lack of portfolio constraints) than more
traditional products.

While the structural advantages clearly exist,
and many investment managers have moved from
traditional firms to hedge funds, beware the idea

Beyond structure, what about talent? Exhibit 4

that hedge funds are where all the alpha is. First,

demonstrates the flow of managers into hedge

Sharpe’s (1991) arithmetic of active management

funds. This is not surprising. Beyond just respond-

shows that aggregate alpha must be zero. The

ing to the increasing demand for alpha, in which

increase in the number of hedge funds can’t alter

environment would you rather work?

that. Aggregate alpha was always zero, and it still is.

5

Thanks to Elizabeth Hilpman of Barlow Partners for this example. She originally presented this in “Hedge Fund
Management,” a speech at the AIMR Financial Analysts Seminar, Evanston, Illinois, July 26, 2001.

6

Brown, Goetzmann, and Ibbotson (1999) estimate an annual attrition rate of 20% per year for established funds,
with a presumably higher rate for new funds.
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Second, the many advantages of hedge funds listed

The simple answer is no. No manager is great

above appeal to both skilled and unskilled managers.

independent of fees. At some price, a manager

Both have flowed into hedge funds. Unfortunately,

is just not worth it; the decision to invest in a

it isn’t easy to tell these two groups apart.

hedge fund should always include an analysis

Third, traditional investment firms—particularly
those focused on institutional clients like pension
plans—have not stood still as demand for alpha,
and hedge funds, has grown. Most now offer prod-

of the impact of manager fees on the net performance delivered to clients. This is part of hiring
traditional managers, and should be part of hiring
hedge fund managers as well.

ucts with the same structural advantages as hedge

Some managers deliver beta that does not correspond
to any readily available index. Some managers deliver
alpha through timing of beta exposures.
funds, plus the transparency and institutional
quality long demanded by these clients. They have
recognized the work environment advantages of
hedge funds and at least started to address the
issues most important for attracting and retaining

As we have seen, fees for alpha dramatically outpace

key investment staff. Institutional clients are desir-

fees for beta. You should never pay alpha fees for

able clients, due to their size, sophistication, and

beta performance. Separating alpha from beta makes

typically longer commitment to products. As long

this rule completely transparent.

as traditional firms can retain their institutional
clients, they should also be able to attract and
retain key investment staff.

In some cases, investors already do purchase
separated alpha and beta. Many products—including index funds, ETFs, futures, and swaps—offer

Finally, at least so far, traditional firms are the main

low-cost, cleanly separated beta. A few products,

sources for lower-turnover strategies designed

including pure market-neutral equity funds (beta = 0)

specifically for the institutional investor need for

offer appropriately priced pure alpha. Beyond long-

alpha in bulk.

short, an active, long-only equity manager who

So hedge funds are not where all the alpha is. They
haven’t created any alpha in aggregate, and there
are many good reasons for investors to continue to
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Myth 5:
You can always separate
alpha from beta and pay
appropriate fees for each

carefully adheres to style, capitalization, industry,
and factor neutrality delivers an essentially pure
alpha active return.

use more traditional investment firms. But at the

But most active products today deliver a combi-

same time, there are many talented hedge fund

nation of alpha and beta. Furthermore, there are

managers. Do they always deserve their high fees?

challenges to cleanly separating the two in many

InvestmentInsights

such products. Some managers deliver beta that

Conclusions

does not correspond to any readily available index.

We show in Myth 5 that while some investment

Some managers deliver alpha through timing of

products offer pure alpha or pure beta, most active

beta exposures.

products offer a combination not easily separated

Consider, for example, a sector rotation manager.
When does a position represent beta, and when
does it represent alpha? Many international managers underweighted Japan for all of the 1990s.
Was that a tactical position or just their choice
of beta?
A different problem arises in some asset classes
like real estate or private equity, where there are
no pure beta instruments to facilitate indexing,
benchmarking, or hedging.

into those pieces. So, an investor who cares about
fees above all else, and who thus only wants to
purchase alpha and beta separately, could do so.
In fact, some institutional funds do invest completely in beta, and in principle at least, others
could invest only in beta products plus equity
market-neutral funds.
But for most investors, restricting investments
to only separated alpha and beta products is too
limiting. There are many talented managers whose
insights appear only in mixed alpha and beta prod-

Mixed (alpha and beta) products pose a danger to

ucts. Whole asset classes with distinct beta, like

investors of paying alpha fees for beta performance.

real estate and private equity, are available almost

Consider a long-biased equity hedge fund with an

exclusively as mixed products. The opportunity

average beta of 0.6. In a given year, the equity

costs are simply too high to ignore such products.

market rises 16% above the risk-free return, and
the hedge fund delivers 11% above the risk-free
rate. A standard 1% and 20% fee arrangement
would lead to a fee of 3.2%. But we might expect

Our goal has been to focus on the importance of fees
Too often, investors consider fees only after already
deciding on an investment product. That’s too late.

that fund to return 9.6% above risk-free just due

At the same time, fees should not be the overriding

to the average beta. That would imply a true alpha

single concern. For example, don’t invest only in

of only 1.4%, and a more appropriate fee of 1.28%.

perfectly separated alpha and beta products just

Investors in such a product should understand its

because of the fee transparency.

sources of return, and at a minimum try to pay,
on average, alpha fees only for alpha performance.

In the end, we return to the three dimensions of
active management: return, risk, and cost. High-fee

So you can’t always separate alpha from beta.

products are worthwhile if they deliver sufficiently

This doesn’t mean you will necessarily overpay

high returns and low risk. Some high-return products

for such products. It does mean you must carefully

have fees that make them poor investments. Investors

analyze what proportions of alpha and beta the

must analyze fees in this overall context to manage

product delivers, and pay appropriately for

their portfolio appropriately.

the combination.
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